Abstract: In this century, technological and educational needs increase drastically. Out of local language, educators need to teach robotic language and use necessary technologies to design robots like with the Arduino set. Users may develop their own robots with this set. It also improves design and implementation skills. However, it is not a suitable design for blind learners. The universal design approach suggests educators to design courses in a way that meets the needs of all participants. By this approach, learning environments are helpful and useful for participants with special needs. With the scope of the study, we suggest a three step course design for robotics education; introducing with appropriate materials, using real materials with descriptions and discussing for further designs. In the first step, larger materials with big holes and components will be used to make sense of the devices. In the second step, while the sighted learners are testing we suggest educators describe what is happening in the activity. The last step is about imagination for what we should do more. The present study may lead to new insights on how to introduce systems to facilitate the learning process for blind students.
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INTRODUCTION

Education is a form of communication where all parts interact with each other. However, communication problems such as having different languages can affect this interaction. Therefore, humans develop a common language or “code” for computers to solve this problem. Computers “communicate” with each other using these codes. Out of computing input data based on written formulas, today, computers can collect data with sensors or coordinate some moving objects called “robots”. Each user may design a robot if he/or she knows the codes, circuits and how to combine of them.

Robots are human assistants that behave though codes. However, combining codes and related hardware and circuits is a complex process. Some educators have focused on how to teach building robots online (Kuzucuoglu & Erdemir, 2011), using cloud computers (Sell, Seiler & Ptasik, 2012) or by using LEGO which make connecting computer and other hardware easy (Zhao, Tan, Wen & Guo, 2008). In this study, Arduino set is used for robotics education. It
is a more popular, adaptive and open-source technology that, from beginners to experts, any student may learn by the use of it and its guides (Buechley, Eisenberg, Catchen & Crockett, 2009; Kato, 2010).

In this study, components of this set are explained for blind learners in terms of universal design. For this purpose, models are designed for all components of the Arduino set. Each model was designed with the expectation that the blind/low-vision learners can learn robotics more easily. The term “universal design” is used for designs appropriate for all users with diverse usages. It is known with seven principles: Equitable Use; Flexibility in Use; Simple and Intuitive Use; Perceptible Information; Tolerance for Error; Low Physical Effort; and, Size and Space for Approach and Use. Bülbül (2015) proposed a useful application of this set. He summarized universal design principles and provided materials to show its accessible and flexible usage. This study is an example of using universal method for robotics education.

UNIVERSAL METHOD FOR ROBOTICS EDUCATION

Universal method for robotics education (UMRE) explains three important levels (figure 1). First, the educator should give a large and basic model of real components. These models should be prepared with everyday materials. This level is titled “introduction with model”. Educators should introduce how to build a robot with the set. In this level both sighted and blind learners may use and have an experience with models.

In the second level, “interaction with set/models”, educators should give the real set piece by piece to both types of learners. Let learners touch and listen to the introduction for the second time. After these two levels, both sighted and blind learners should understand the components of the set and their relationships. Sighted learners may learn more from the second level but the first level allows blind/low-vision learners to listen more than one and prepare for the second one. After introducing the set, educators manage a building process of robots. In this second level, sighted learners should combine and integrate the components but also describe what he or she is doing out loud. Blind/low-vision learners should follow the building a robot activity with sighted friend’s explanations. In this way, the first level makes the set flexible and the second level makes it accessible for blind/low-vision learners.

In the third level, “follow the activity”, educators should give some braille documents of codes and some tactile figures of last positions of the set while sighted friends describe what he or she does and reads what he or she sees on the screen. In this last level, the sighted learner and the educator should listen and answer the blind learner’s questions.

Be aware that educators should be careful not to present original materials in the first level, due to the possibility that sighted learners
might focus on the originals and resist listening to the explanations about models. This indifference may subsequently affect blind learners’ attention and motivation.

**Preparing Models**

Models are prepared for the original parts of the robotic set using everyday materials such as rope, sticks and styropor (figures 2, 3 and 4). At first, the possibility of destroying the original parts of a set may be stressful to the learner. However, models which are bigger and cheaper than the originals might motivate learner inquiry in an independent way. Blind learners cannot understand light emitting diodes (LEDs) due to their small and otherwise meaningless shape, but educators may make a bigger model of LED using pipette and small plastic jar (figure 3). With the help of this basic model, educators expand the understanding of blind learners.

Educators may prepare models with similar colors to the original ones. This modification helps sighted learners’ understanding (Equitable usage). Moreover, “Tolerance for Error” and “Low Physical Effort” are two principles of universal design. So, by using these huge models educators support wrong usage at the beginning and allow the wiring of original set easily.

**CONCLUSION**

Receiving an education is a human right, so blind learners should benefit from education facilities as do their sighted peers. In this perspective, blind learners also may learn robotics. This is the responsibility of educators to prepare appropriate models and follow an appropriate methodology such as UMRE. Nobody knows what a blind learner can do if he or she learns how to build a robot and no one limits these blind learners’ rights. This model can also be a good learning method for ensuring the opportunity and demonstrating that sighted and blind learners can work together. Additionally, it is clear that UMRE is not only appropriate for robotics education. Other laboratory activities and demonstrations may be done utilizing this method.
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